
Cryptographic methods:Three importantcomponents ofcryptographicsystemsRecommended reading:"Applied Cryptography", Bruce Schneier
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Why use cryptography?Can offer genuinely secure solutions to important security problemsSome governments forbid itConfidentialityCan I be sure no-one else can see my data? (e.g. sniffing)IntegrityHas my data been modified?AuthenticationAre you who you claim to be?Access controls (Authorisation)l ll ll ll ll 21. "Private key" or "symmetric" cipherscleartext cleartextk kciphertextThe same key is used to encrypt the documentbefore sending and decrypt it at the far end
3

We assume an eavesdropper is able to intercept the ciphertextHow can they recover the cleartext?l
4Examples of symmetric ciphersDES - 56 bit key length, designed by US security service3DES - effective key length 112 bitsAES (Advanced Encryption Standard) - 128 to 256 bit key lengthBlowfish - 128 bits, optimised for fast operation on 32-bit microprocessorsIDEA - 128 bits, patented (requires a licence for commercial use)lllll
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Features of symmetric ciphersFast to encrypt and decrypt, suitable for large volumes of dataA well-designed cipher is only subject to brute-force attack; the strength is therefore directly related to the key lengthCurrent recommendation is a key length of at least 90 bitsi.e. to be fairly sure that your data will be safe for at least 20 yearsProblem - how do you distribute the keys?lll ll
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2. "Hashing" - one-way encryptioncleartext Munging the document gives a short"message digest" (checksum). Not possible to goback from the digest to the original document.Fixed length "hash"or "message digest"hashingfunction
7

ExamplesUnix crypt() function, based on DESMD5 (Message Digest 5) - 128 bit hashSHA1 (Secure Hash Algorithm) - 160 bitsNo two documents have yet been discovered which have the same MD5 digest!No feasible method to create any document which has a given MD5 digestlllll
8So what use is that?a. Integrity checksYou can run many megabytes of data through MD5 and still get only 128 bits to checkAn attacker cannot feasibly modify your file and leave it with the same MD5 checksumGives your document a unique "fingerprint"lll
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ExerciseExercise: on your machine typecat /etc/motdLook at your neighbour's machine. Is their file exactly the same as yours? Can you be sure?md5 /etc/motdCompare the result with your neighbourNow change ONE character in /etc/motd and repeat the md5 testUnder Linux the command is "md5sum"l lll lll 10Software announcements often contain an MD5 checksumIt's trivial to checkProtects you against hacked FTP servers and download errorsll
$ md5 exim-4.30.tar.bz2  
be53ba6801a019452f06b68c112a2ec1    exim-4.30.tar.bz2
$ Could the attacker have modifiedthe announcement E-mail as well?
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So what use is that?b. Encrypted password storageWe don't want to keep cleartext passwords if possible; the password file would be far too attractive a targetStore hash(passwd) in /etc/shadowWhen user logs in, calculate the hash of the password they have given, and compare it to the hash in the password fileIf the two hashes match, the user must have entered the correct passwordCan an attacker still recover the password?lllll 12



So what use is that?c. Generating encryption keysUsers cannot remember 128 bit binary encryption keysHowever they can remember "passphrases" A hash can be used to convert a passphrase into a fixed-length encryption keyThe longer the passphrase, the more "randomness" it contains and the harder to guess. English text is typically only 1.3 bits of randomness per character.llll http://www.cranfield.ac.uk/docs/email/pgp/pgp-attack-faq.txt http://www.schneier.com/paper-personal-entropy.html 13

Generating encryption keysfor symmetric ciphersPassphraseentered byuser 128-bitkeyMD5hashEvery passphrase generates adifferent 128-bit key
14Example:GPG with symmetric cipher

# vi foobar.txt
# gpg -c foobar.txt
Enter passphrase: ding/dong 479 fruitbat
Repeat passphrase: ding/dong 479 fruitbat
# ls foobar.txt* 
foobar.txt  foobar.txt.gpg 
# rm foobar.txt 
rm: remove regular file ‘foobar.txt’? y 

# gpg foobar.txt.gpg
gpg: CAST5 encrypted data 
Enter passphrase: ding/dong 479 fruitbat
# cat foobar.txt("gpg --version" shows the ciphers available)
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3. "Public key" cipherscleartext cleartextk1(public key) k2(private key)ciphertextOne key is used to encrypt the document,a different key is used to decrypt it
16Public key and Private keyThe Public key and Private key are mathematically related (generated as a pair)It is easy to convert the Private key into the Public key. It is not easy to do the reverse.Key distribution problem is solved: you can post your public key anywhere. People can use it to encrypt messages to you, but only the holder of the private key can decrypt them.Examples: RSA, Elgamal (DSA)llll
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Use for authentication:reverse the roles of the keyscleartext cleartextk2(private key) k1(public key)ciphertextIf you can decrypt the document with thepublic key, it proves it was written by theowner of the private key (and was not changed)
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Key lengthsAttacks on public key systems involve mathematical attempts to convert the public key into the private key. This is more efficient than brute force.512-bit has been brokenRecent developments suggest that 1024-bit keys might not be secure for longRecommend using 2048-bit keysllll
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Protecting the private keyThe security of the private key is paramount: keep it safe!Keep it on a floppy or a smartcard?Prefer to keep it encrypted if on a hard driveThat means you have to decrypt it (using a passphrase) each time you use itAn attacker would need to steal the file containing the private key, AND know or guess the passphraselllll
20Protecting the private keyk2(encryptedon disk)Passphraseentered byuser k2readyfor usehash symmetriccipherkey

21

?
22Public key cryptosystems are importantBut they require a lot of computation (expensive in CPU time)So we use some tricks to minimise the amount of data which is encryptedll
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When encrypting:Use a symmetric cipher with a random key (the "session key"). Use a public key cipher to encrypt the session key and send it along with the encrypted document.l k1 k2encryptedsession keyciphertextrandomsession key ks ks(private)(public) 24



When authenticating:Take a hash of the document and encrypt only that. An encrypted hash is called a "digital signature"l k2 k1digitalsignature COMPAREhash hash(public)(private) 25

Digital Signatures have many uses, for example:E-commerce. An instruction to your bank to transfer money can be authenticated with a digital signature.Legislative regimes are slow to catch upA trusted third party can issue declarations such as "the holder of this key is a person who is legally known as Alice Hacker"like a passport binds your identity to your faceSuch a declaration is called a "certificate"You only need the third-party's public key to check the signaturel ll lll
26Do public keys really solve the key distribution problem?Often we want to communicate securely with a remote party whose key we don't knowWe can retrieve their public key over the networkBut what if there's someone in between intercepting our traffic?lll public key
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The "man in the middle" attackPassive sniffing is no problemBut if they can modify packets, they can substitute a different keyThe attacker uses separate encryption keys to talk to both sidesYou think your traffic is secure, but it isn't!llll key 1 key 2Attacker sees all traffic in plain text- and can modify it! 28Digital Certificates can solve the man-in-the-middle problemProblem: I have no prior knowledge of the remote side's keyBut someone I trust can check who they areThe trusted third party can vouch for the remote side by signing a certificate which contains the remote side's name and public keyI can check the validity of the certificate using the trusted third party's public keyllll
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Example: TLS (SSL) web server with digital certificateI generate a private key on my webserverI send my public key plus my identity (my webserver's domain name) to a certificate authority (CA)The CA manually checks that I am who I say I am, i.e. I own the domainThey sign a certificate containing my public key, my domain name, and an expiration date (Q: why is an expiration date included?)I install the certificate on my web serverlllll 30



When a client's web browser connects to me with HTTPS:They negotiate an encrypted session with me, during which they learn my public keyI send them the certificateThey verify the certificate using the CA's public key, which is built-in to the browserIf the signature is valid, the domain name in the URL matches the domain name in the certificate, and the expiration date has not passed, they know the connection is securellll
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The security of TLS depends on:Your webserver being secureSo nobody else can obtain your private keyThe CA's public key being in all browsersThe CA being well managedHow carefully do they look after their own private keys?The CA being trustworthyDo they vet all certificate requests properly?Could a hacker persuade the CA to sign their key pretending to be someone else? What about a government?l lll ll ll
32PGP takes a different viewWe don't trust anyone except our friends (especially not big corporate monopolies)You sign your friends' keys to vouch for themOther people can choose to trust your signature as much as they trust youGenerates a distributed "web of trust"Sign someone's key when you meet them face to face - "PGP key signing parties"lllll
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SSH uses a simple solution to man-in-the-middleThe first time you connect to a remote host, remember its public keyStored in ~/.ssh/known_hostsThe next time you connect, if the remote key is different, then maybe an attacker is intercepting the connection!Or maybe the remote host has just got a new key, e.g. after a reinstall. But it's up to you to resolve the problemRelies on there being no attack in progress the first time you connect to a machinel ll ll
34SSH can eliminate passwordsUse public-key cryptography to prove who you areGenerate a public/private key pair locallyssh-keygen -t dsaPrivate key is ~/.ssh/id_dsaPublic key is ~/.ssh/id_dsa.pubInstall your PUBLIC key on remote hostsmkdir .sshchmod 755 .sshCopy public key into ~/.ssh/authorized_keysLogin!ll llll llll 35

Notes on SSH authenticationPrivate key is protected by a passphraseSo you have to give it each time you log inOr use "ssh-agent" which holds a copy of your passphrase in RAMNo need to change passwords across dozens of machinesDisable passwords entirely!/etc/ssh/sshd_configAnnoyingly, for historical reasons there are *three* different types of SSH keySSH1 RSA, SSH2 DSA, SSH2 RSAl llll ll l 36



Designing a good cryptosystem is very difficultMany possible weaknesses and types of attack, often not obviousDON'T design your own!DO use expertly-designed cryptosystems which have been subject to widespread scrutinyUnderstand how they work and where the potential weaknesses areRemember the other weaknesses in your systems, especially the human oneslllll
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Where can you apply these cryptographic methods?At the link layerPPP encryptionAt the network layerIPSECAt the transport layerTLS (SSL): many applications support itAt the application layerSSH: system administration, file transfersPGP/GPG: for securing E-mail messages, stand-alone documents, software packages etc.Tripwire (and others): system integrity checksl ll ll ll lll 38


